"IF BUBBA CAN DANCE (I CAN TOO!)

CASSINGLE: By Shenandoah, RCA 62761- 4
Intermediate
CHOREO: Kelli McChesney
Country
INTRO: Wait (16) beats / Start with LEFT foot

PART A   (64 BEATS):
(1) "LOOP VINE" --- DS DS(XIF) DS DS(turn ¾ right) DS DS RS RS
                L  R  L  R  L  R  LR  LR
(2) "KICK TOUCH" --- DS KICK TCH(XIF) TCH(OTS)
                L  R  R  R
(3) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO MAKE A BOX

CHORUS  (36 BEATS):
(2) "SLIDER" --- STEP(OTS) STEP(TOG) DR/SL DR/SL
                L  R  BO  BO
(2) "BASICS" --- DS RS
                L  RL
(1) "SIDE TOUCH" --- DS TCH(OTS) TCH(OTS) STEP (turn ½ left)
                L  R  R  R
(1) REPEAT SLIDER AND BASICS FACING BACK WALL
(1) "CHAIN" --- DS RS RS RS (turn ½ left)
                L  RL RL RL
(1) "TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS RS
                R  L  R  LR

COUNTRY WESTERN  (32 BEATS):
(2) "GRAPEVINE" --- STEP STEP(XIB) STEP TCH
                L  R  L  R
(2) "PULL" --- STEP(XIF) DRAG(XIB to OTS) KICK
                L  R  R
(1) "FANCY DOUBLE" --- DS DS RS RS (turn ½ left)
                L  R  LR  LR
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

PART B   (32 BEATS):
(1) "BUBBA" --- DT(XIF) DT(OTS) RS(turn ¼ left) STEP HEEL
                L  L  LR  L  R
(1) "STOMP DOUBLE" --- ST DS DS RS (turn ½ right)
                R  L  R  LR
(1) "TOE SLIDE KARATE" --- DS T/SL DS KICK(turn ½ left)
                L  R  L  R
(1) "TRIPLE" --- (turn ¼ left)
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT
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"IF BUBBA CAN DANCE . . . (CONT'D)

(1) REPEAT PART A
(1) REPEAT CHORUS
(2) REPEAT COUNTRY WESTERN

ENDING (5 BEATS):
(2) "BASICS" --- DS RS
     L  RL
(1) "STEP LIKE BUBBA" --- STEP (forward -- leave right foot on floor)
     L


ABBREVIATIONS:
DS -- double step
RS -- rock step
TCH -- touch
DR/SL -- drag slide
DT -- double toe
T/SL -- toe slide
XIF -- cross in front
OTS -- out to side
BO -- both
XIB -- cross in back

Kelli McChesney
danceaddict@windstream.net
http://www.afn.org/~kelli/
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